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In Republic

One People

A true Republic is people with
certain Sovereign Rights held by
Indigenous Power mutually
pledged together for common.

God the One Supreme Sovereign
ONE PEOPLE SIDE
Man in the image of God
Sovereign Rights held by
Towns of the inhabitants
Indigenous Power
Cities of the masses
State of the imaginary boundaries of earth
One Nation Under God
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A Constitution is delegation of
certain Sovereign Rights as
surrogate power (law) to be
exercised by officers to insure
domestic Tranquility, common
Defence and secure the blessings
of Liberty for the Republic.

GOVERNMENT SIDE
Delegated
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In Republic the private side operates by ONE (1) RULE …..
Rule # 0ne(1) DO UNTO OTHERS AS YOU WOULD HAVE DONE TO YOU.
There are many authority structures in Republic; private people side. Man+wife family unit;
school teacher and children; farmers; private business structures. All men are created
equal; therefore in Republic NO ONE is superior; other then how men agree amongst
each other in working together privately; to accomplish important things. Since all are
equal, none is superior; therefore you can’t have a judge exercising court proceedings
over you with Supreme Authority if all men are created equal and none Supreme.

By Constitution
President
Legislative Branch
Executive Branch
Judicial Branch
Departments
Agencies
= it’s the law

Lawyers
Courts
Trial Juries
Judges
Bailiffs
Sheriffs
enforcement =

Resolution is the only remedy in Republic for private matters. If issues cannot be resolved;
it has to be submitted; be yielded; to be lowered to an inferior court on the public side
jurisdiction; to where both parties have standing; in that they both delegated power of
Sovereign Rights to be exercised by elected offices in Republic as surrogate power.
Submitting a matter to an inferior court under the jurisdiction of another human being
(Judge) is for situations where it was not possible to exercise the Sovereign Right remedy
of peaceably resolving your own issues among one another privately; in Republic.
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Article IV Section 4
“The United States shall
guarantee to every State in
this Union a Republican Form
of Government.”
The Government is to
provide lawful and orderly
enforcement to punish the
evil and protect the good.
Point of Fact
An offender who doesn’t
exercise Sovereign Rights
remedy in Republic on the
private side is subject by
Grand Jury to the public law
side for justice.

De Jure Grand Juries
The Grand Juries sometimes known as the 4th arm of
government function; guarding delegated power from
being misused against the private people that delegated
power by Constitution to the public side for the first 3
branches of Constitutional government.
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Two(2) Purposes
(1)Guarding their delegated power from inverting into a
democracy; to where surrogate power is exercised as
SUPREME POWER over the people; instead of delegated
surrogate power for the people.
(2)Submit; yield private real injury and damage into the
public venue for justice where the offender has failed to
exercise his Sovereign remedy in the private side.

It is not possible to have a workable government structure that does not evolve into a
democratic tyranny; unless Sovereign Rights remedy in Republic on the private side cannot
ever be overturned by the power delegated to the body government in the public.
There must always be a remedy in Republic in the private; for those that want to exercise
Sovereign remedy rather then having issues submitted to an inferior public court. Exercising
Sovereign Rights held by Indigenous Power in Republic for resolving problems is important
so the issue need not be submitted; yielded and lowered to a court of law for justice.
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